WHEN DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE IS CRITICAL.

B R E AT H I N G A I R

BAUER COMPRESSOR PRODUCTS
***Pricing available upon request

BAUER’s Breathing Air Compressor Systems are the gold standard for
firefighting, diving, military, offshore, industrial and medical applications
where reliable ultra-pure breathing air is required to maintain life safety. Each
product within the breathing air portfolio is specifically designed for the end
user application ranging from small mobile systems to very large stationary
systems operating in fire stations, mobile vehicles, dive operations, shipboard,
offshore platforms, industrial plants, etc. Bauer systems can fit any need from
2.9 scfm charge rate up to 145 scfm charge rate (per compressor system) with
fill pressures up to 6000 psig. Bauer Containment SCBA/SCUBA fill stations
are built to exceed the current NFPA standards and including independent
certification by a third party laboratory.

Firefighting:
»»

We offer the following Breathing Air Bauer Products:

Reliable breathing air compressors systems have been Bauer’s focus for six decades. Whether you

require a stand-alone compressor, a fully integrated SCBA recharging system, or a complete SCBA trailer
system, our priority is to provide breathing air of the highest quality.

Scuba Diving:
»»

Pure breathing air is essential. Their leading design technology, coupled with stringent quality control,

produces unsurpassed portable and stationary breathing air compressor systems tht ahve been tested for
safety and reliability.

Military Breathing Air Products:
»»

BAUER has been known as your “Go-To” source for reliable high pressure breathing air compressor

systems and components for many decades. Whether your application is on or at a military facility, a
Schedule 84 Municipal Customer, or a shipboard application look to us and BAUER to solve your needs.
We manufacture lightweight portable units to integrate “All-In-One” packages to trailer mounted systems,
all equipped with BAUER’s performance proven air-cooled compressor and purification technology.

Legacy Program:
»»

The LEGACY program units are built on the popular and serviceable VERTECON platform and are not

stripped down units. Rather they are built with BAUER’s most popular options and upgrades! The LEGACY
Fill Stations are built on the Fully NFPA 1901 Compliant CFSII Platform.
»»

LEGACY units will be built in quantity utilizing proven “work cell” manufacturing techniques for “off

the shelf”, in-stock delivery. This quantity build coupled with the uniform LEGACY platform enables us
to capture economies of scale which in turn allows us to leverage internal resources and supply chain
management. This translates into a price structure that offers substantial savings above and beyond

our normal discount for our valued distributors.

Oil & Gas Breathing Air:
»» Bauer has been the performance proven leader in the high pressure breathing air industry
for many years.
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